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Describes the language of the Gaelic version of the first fifty metrical Psalms.
In appendix discusses the linguistic aspects of the 1694 revision of the text.


Cia feada as uair don eol (40 qq.). Critical edition from MSS RIA 23 H 8, 23 L 17, 23 O 78, 23 N 11, and Maynooth M 50c; with English translation.


12319. Ó Baoill (Colm): Inis Mucc Céin.
In SGS 12/2 (Autumn, 1976), pp. 267-270.

Is identified with Raasay.

3713. Lockwood (W. B.): Ptarmigan and other Gaelic names.
In SGS 12/2 (Autumn, 1976), pp. 271-278.

Bird-names: Engl. ptarmigan (< ScG tarmachan), tairmid, stearnat, amhas, asaileach, buigeir, divid.


On the decline of gender as a grammatical category in East Sutherland Gaelic.